France arrests at least two people a day for buying sex under new law - charity
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"Sex buyers are now recognised as people who sexually exploit women in vulnerable situations with their financial power"

By Lin Taylor

LONDON, April 13 (Thomson Reuters Foundation) - On average at least two people a day are arrested in France for buying sex under a new law which criminalises paying for sex and punishes clients rather than sex workers, an international charity said on Thursday.

Since the French law to reduce sex trafficking was enacted a year ago, 937 people have been arrested for buying sex, according to the Coalition for the Abolition of Prostitution (CAP), which consists of 18 global charities providing support to victims of sexual exploitation.

"Sex buyers are now recognised as people who sexually exploit women in vulnerable situations with their financial power," said CAP Chief Executive Gregoire Thery in a phone interview with the Thomson Reuters Foundation.

"The aim is to reduce the scale of prostitution, pimping and trafficking in France. To remove the repression of victims, and remove the impunity of the exploiters."

Thery said there are between 30,000 and 40,000 sex workers in France - nearly 90 percent of them are victims of human trafficking, mainly from Bulgaria, Romania, China and Nigeria.
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Next steps: effective implementation of newly recognised rights for victims of prostitution and trafficking:

Financial assistance
Residency permits
Emergency & social housing
Exit programmes...

1 year on, progressive French prostitution law is becoming a reality! Read our statement on its implementation:
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Under the law, those who pay for sex face fines of up to 1,500 euros ($1,596) for the first offence, and up to 3,750 euros ($3,990) for subsequent offences.

Thery said shifting the criminal charge from victim to the client was making France less attractive for pimps and traffickers.

He added that the crackdown could push the sex trade to neighbouring countries or increase the amount of sex sold over the internet instead, which was harder for authorities to monitor.

France follows Northern Ireland, Canada, Sweden, Norway and Iceland in introducing laws designed to punish the client without criminalising those forced into prostitution.

Many sex workers do not have the right to work in France. The law paved the way for those who want to leave prostitution to receive financial support, access to training and job opportunities, social housing, and residency permits for foreign victims of trafficking.
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FEATURE-Indigenous group takes Brazil to court in landmark case
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Brazil stands accused of failing to obey its own constitution in case that pits the state against indigenous people

(Corrects lawyer's name and clarifies court reference in 12th paragraph and demands in 13th)

By Sam Cowie

SAO PAULO, April 21 (Thomson Reuters Foundation) - An international human rights commission has accused Brazil of failing to obey its own constitution and ringfence ancient tribal territories in a landmark court case that pits the state against indigenous people.
Brazil could be forced to pay damages if it loses the trial in the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, which is hearing evidence from both sides in Guatemala.

"This case could strengthen the fight of indigenous people, who continue to have their rights threatened in Brazil," said Raphaela Lopes, a lawyer at Global Justice, a non-governmental organisation that is supporting the case.

The case seeks to end a vicious dispute over land which the indigenous Xucuru people say has dragged on for 27 years, cost it lives and threatens to erode an ancient way of life.

"Our case is emblematic of indigenous people across Brazil," Marcos Xucuru, leader of the indigenous group, told the Thomson Reuters Foundation by telephone.

"More than 20 years after the constitution, demarcating land is still in chaos, during which time violence against indigenous people continues to increase," said Xucuru.

Brazil has been a pioneer in setting aside - or demarcating - parcels of land for its indigenous people, a process meant to safeguard their culture, ward off unwelcome incomers and enshrine legal rights over ancient turf.

But activists fear the government is now backsliding on its much-praised commitment to indigenous people, who number about 900,000, as it is rattled by economic and political uncertainty.

UNWELCOME FIRST
At stake is access to the traditional homeland of the Xucuru and with it the preservation of their customs and economy. Lawyers say Brazil is delaying setting aside the land.

Whoever wins, the case sets a precedent.

Georgina Vargas, a lawyer at the court, said this is the first time the Brazilian state stands accused of indigenous rights violations at the Inter-American Court of Human Rights.

She was unable to estimate what damages the government might face if it lost.

The Xucuru come from Brazil's northeastern state of Pernambuco and say they have been waiting 27 years for their land to be fully demarcated.

In the interim, several members of the community have been murdered defending the territory, according to prominent human right groups Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch. These include former Xucuru leader Francisco de Assis Araujo.

Indigenous advocacy groups hope that if the case is successful, it could put pressure on the government to conclude a growing backlog of applications for demarcation.

The case came to court after the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) ruled in favour of the Xucuru a year ago and recommended their case be heard.

It said Brazil "must ensure that indigenous members can continue to live peacefully their traditional way of life, according to their cultural identity, social structure, economic system, customs, beliefs and traditions."
The hearings are being held in Guatemala, behind closed doors, and the case is expected to last 90 days. Both sides face an April 24 deadline for any new submissions.

BACKSLIDING

Brazil announced changes to its demarcation procedures in January in a move that campaign groups fear will weaken the rights of communities, already facing mounting pressure from illegal logging and big agriculture projects.

According to Brazil' constitution, indigenous people have exclusive rights to their traditional lands.

In practice, however, this is often violated.

Formal demarcation processes have been launched for 339 areas, according to the Social and Environmental Institute, a charity that monitors rights violations. Demarcation would offer tenure, as well as legal defence against encroaching groups.

Experts say farm interests are wielding greater pressure on the government amid recession and political frailty.

United Nations officials say Brazil is back-sliding on indigenous rights. The government says it is trying to boost growth by expanding its agricultural sector.

The government did not respond to requests for comment.

DEATH THREATS

Around 11,000 Xucuru live on the contested 27,500 hectare swathe of land.
Conflict began in 1989 when the Xucuru mobilised against subsistence farmers who had moved in hoping for tenure. A series of competing claims has further complicated the case.

"The state was slow in the process of demarcation and the farmers responded with violence," said Adelar Cupsinski, legal adviser to Brazil's Indigenous Missionary Council (CIMI), a Catholic activist organisation.

In the first court session in Guatemala last month, the Xucuru said demarcation must be completed in 12 months.

The group also requested that Brazil publicly acknowledge the violations in national media, set up a community development fund and guarantee protection for its leader from death threats. (Reporting by Sam Cowie, Editing by Paola Totaro and Lyndsay Griffiths. Please credit the Thomson Reuters Foundation, the charitable arm of Thomson Reuters, that covers humanitarian news, women's rights, trafficking, property rights and climate change. Visit news.trust.org)